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ABSTRACT

The Cavitron Ultrasonic Surgical Aspirator (CUSA) is being used, especially in neuro- and liver
surgery, to resect selectively soft and hard tissue in favor of elastic tissues like blood vessels,
enabling the removal of tumors with minimal loss of blood. In this study the phenomena
associated with CUSA were visualized to expand the understanding of the mechanism of action
of the CUSA. Real-time high-speed imaging techniques were applied to capture cavitation
phenomena during application of the CUSA under physiological settings: in water, at tissue
surfaces and inside artificial tissue. Close-up photography using a I ts flashlight showed the
expanding and imploding cavitation bubbles around the rim ofthe ultrasonic vibrating hollow tip.
Shock waves generated by imploding cavitation bubbles were observed using Schlieren
techniques with a temporal resolution of 10 ns and synchronized with the duty cycle of the
vibrating tip. In addition, thermal effects associated with friction between the vibrating tip and
tissue were visualised using a thermal imaging technique. The CUSA mechanism has proven to
be a combined effect of cavitation induced fragmentation, mechanical cutting and thermal
deterioration of tissue depending on the irrigation/aspiration flow, intermittent vibration regime
and degree of tissue contact. The impact of the shock waves observed is undetermined yet. These
real-time imaging techniques will contribute to expand the understanding of the working
mechanism of CUSA and to show the characteristics of probe designs and influence of driving
frequency.

Keywords: CUSA, cavitation, ultrasonic therapy, ultrasonic surgery, ultrasonic aspirator, shock
wave, high speed imaging techniques, thermal imaging techniques

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Ultrasonic Surgery
Beside its diagnostic capabilities, ultrasound is also being used for therapeutic purposes. High
energetic ultrasonic waves can be focussed from outside the body onto specific targets within the
body with high accuracy. The mechanical forces induced at the focal area are strong enough to
break stones as it is being used for lithotripsy in the kidney. In contrast with these usually big
medical devices, ultrasonic forces can also be generated at much smaller scales. Ultrasonic
cavitation surgical instruments are small handheld devices with specific characteristics for precise
tissue resection. They are mostly applied in neuro surgery 2 and liver surgery for selective
resection of soft and hard tissue in favor of elastic tissues like blood vessels. This enables the
removal of tumors with minimal loss of blood since the vasculature remains intact while
removing the surrounding tissue. There are several systems on the market based on this principle
with similar characteristics. One of pioneering systems in this type of surgery is called the
Cavitron Ultrasonic Surgical Aspirator or abbreviated CUSA.
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2. DESCRIPTION CUSA SYSTEM

The system consists of a console containing the power supply, control panel, fluid irrigation and
suction unit with reservoirs connected to the surgical handpiece. In the handpiece, a transducer is
activated by electrical energy, which induces laminated metal strips to expand and contract under
influence of a magnetic field (magnetoconstriction). By alternating the electrical current in a coil
surrounding the metal sheets, the transducer is generating vibration waves with a typical
frequency of 23 kHz. These waves are passed to a 100 mm long conical titanium needle which is
hollow. Due to its shape the original longitudinal vibration amplitude of around 10 tm is
amplified to 350 tm expansion and contraction at the 1.9 mm diameter tip of the needle. The
hollow titanium needle is enveloped by a plastic sheath through which saline is flushed which
acts as a lubricant and cools the needle. Through the hollow shaft, the irrigation fluid is sucked
away together with dissected tissue particles. Due to this irrigation, there is always a small film of
fluid present in the operation field. During surgery the needle is in light contact with the tissue
providing 'tactile feedback'. The aspirated tissue can be used for hystopathology .

3. PHYSICS OF CAVITATIONAL SURGERY

Looking close-up to the needle as show in figure 1 we can imagine a metal ring is moving in and
out a fluid like environment at very high speed. A simple calculation shows that the average
speed of the needle tip is 16 m/s. There are various mechanisms that might be induced by this
moving 'tube' 6 7

vibrating hollow titar'

350 p

Figure 1. CUSA handpiece with schematic of t4
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3.1 Pressure waves
Ultrasonic waves can induce negative and positive pressures in the fluid and the surrounding
tissue. Depending on the magnitude the pressure wave can 'break' the molecular cohesion in the
fluid or tissue resulting in gas bubbles. The original size of the bubble will determine its lifetime.
Smaller bubbles will resolve or implode directly, while bigger bubbles can expand and compress
in a cyclic way induced and sustained by the ultrasonic energy emitted by the vibrating needle tip.
At a molecular level, the difference between hard, elastic and soft tissue would explain the
selectivity in tissue damage. Due to their behavior, these bubble are referred to as 'ultrasonic
microcavitations' ' and are believed to have a major contribution to the ultrasonic surgery
mechanism. However, these 'micro' cavitation bubbles have a different nature compared to the
'macro' cavitation bubbles described in the next paragraph.

3.2 Cavitation bubbles
The hollow needle itself can create big 'bubbles'. During tip retraction, the metal cylinder moves
at high speed through a liquid environment. The fluid can have difficulty filling the gap that is left
behind. This hole is empty or near vacuum. Due to the extreme underpressure, the surrounding
fluid is sucked inward from all directions at the same time. The acceleration of the fluid is
tremendous. During this process, fragments or layers of soft tissue near the cavitation bubble are
separated from the underlying tissue. The moment the hole is filled, there will be collapse of fluid
molecules near the center of the original gap. The forces associated with this collapse can be
extremely high. Since this process is usually not symmetrical, so-called jet-streams are formed
focussing the momentum of the accelerated fluid at particular positions preferentially at the
surface of tissue. These jets can easily break both soft and hard tissues apart 10 The mechanism
described can be selective for tissue structure. Soft tissue is easily fragmented. Hard tissue does
not give way and therefore amplifies the jet-streams focussed on the tissue surface which scatter
it locally to pieces. Elastic tissue can partly follow the 'low' speed part of the expansion and
implosions and deform without breaking and so stays intact.

3.3 Mechanical cutting and breaking
Another mechanism can be just 'ordinary' mechanical. When the titanium tip is in direct contact
with the tissue, it will push against the tissue with extreme forces. The relatively sharp rim (90
degrees) ofthe tip can cut itselfeasily into the soft tissue. In combination with the suction the soft
tissue is effectively removed. Elastic tissue, in contrast, will structurally give way and follow the
motion of the needle without breaking. However, hard tissue in first instance does not deform at
all. The weaker ofthe two materials colliding will break. In this case, the hard biological tissue is
no competition for a metal like titanium. The metal tip will pound on the tissue surface shattering
it to small pieces that are sucked away.

3.4 Friction
During vibration the tip will move at high speed through the fluid and tissue. Tissue in contact
with the front and side surface of the needle will not follow the motion, Due to friction and
mechanical resistance energy is dissipated, heating the position of contact. The temperature rise
can be considerable due to the high motion speed and the friction. In the design of the tip is
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accounted for friction using the irrigation fluid as a lubricant and cooling between the plastic
protective sheet around the needle.

3.5 Mechanism of action of the CUSA
As more or less reflected by the summation of physical phenomena that can be involved during
the action of the CUSA in a biological environment, it will be clear that the mechanism depends
on conditions like presence of fluid, tissue type, extend of tissue contact etc. Although, it will
probably be a combination of various physical interactions, it is not clear which mechanism is
most 6

3.6 Aim of study
To obtain a better perception what physical phenomena are involved during CUSA applications, a
study was conduced to visualize with high spatial and time resolution the phenomena near the tip
of the needle of Ultrasonic Surgery devices.

4. CLINICAL APPLICATION OF ULTRASONIC SURGERY

4.1 Tissue selectivity
As stated before, the CUSA is selectively resects tissue types in favor of elastic tissues. The
elasticity of tissue is related to the moisture content. In table 1 tissue is differentiated in three
tissue categories with representative examples. The efficacy of the CUSA in these tissues is
graphically displayed in figure 2.

Soft tissue Hard tissue

D
% efficacy fragmentation

efficaey-curv
,II

Figure 2: efficacy of CUSA depending on tissue type

moisture content high average low

tissue type soft elastic hard

example tissue liver parenchyma vessel, nerve, duct calcified tissue

Tabel 1: differentiation of tissue types in relation to CUSA efficacy
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4.2 New clinical applications
The areas of application of the CUSA are rapidly expanding. The most common application is in
the field of neurosurgery for brain tumor resection and partial liver resection . In tabel 2 an
overview is presented of more recent areas of application and areas were the application is under
investigation.

Gynecology11 12 Cardiac
surgery

13
Oncology

14
Urology

15 General Surgery
(laparoscopy)

16

endometriosis prep. > debulking > partial > Bowel resection

>

>

hysterectomy

vulvar
mucosectomy

>

mammarian
artery

prep.
annulus at

(reduction)
of tumors

> lymphnode
dissection

>
nefrectomy

Bricker
> cholecystectomy

> spleenectomy

> hernia repair
> condiloma valve

replacement
> pancreas-

surgery
> pericarditis

Tabel 2: Overview ofrecent applicationsfor CUSA

4.3 Application modalities
Normally, the CUSA handpiece is applied in a continuous mode. The amplitude of the needle
vibration can be adjusted by setting the percentage of activity between 10-100. However, by
decreasing the amplitude, the action of the needle becomes less effective resulting in a lower
fragmentation rate and in reduced tissue selectivity. Particular tissue types, which tend toward
elastic tissue, need full power to be resected. At higher power settings, however, the resection
become less controlled and power dissipation can result in unwanted thermal and mechanical
damage in the environment. An alternative for effective and controlled dissection is offered by an
adjustment in the active duty cycle of the tip. Instead of a continuous train of vibrations, the
needle only vibrates one time at full amplitude and remains steady for some cycles before
vibrating again This way the therapeutic energy is equal however with conservation of the full
fragmentation ability and full tissue selectivity. Due to the reduced fragmentation rate, the
dissection is more controlled. These intermittent settings for CUSA are called the CAVI pulse
modes which are numbered from 1 to 4 where 4 has the longest duty off time.

5. IMAGING TEChNIQUES

To obtain a better understanding of the mechanism of action of the CUSA various imaging
techniques were applied as described below.

5.1 High speed Schlieren imaging
The schematic setup for high speed imaging is illustrated in figure 3 . The CUSA probe is
positioned in a medium within the object of a B&W Schlieren setup 17 Schlieren techniques
enable real-time image processing by e.g. subtracting the background light from an image leaving
light that has been interacting with the CUSA probe to reconstruct an image captured using a
video camera. Using light flashes of only 1 0 ns at 5 kHz generated by a copper vapor laser, it is
possible to 'freeze' density waves that travel through the medium at sonic speeds and cavitation
bubbles. The laser pulses are synchronized using a trigger from the CUSA generator that is
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adjusted to the capture speed ofthe video camera (100 jis). By introducing a preset delay time (0-
100 jis) relative to the duty cycle of the vibrating needle, it is possible to freeze a sequence of
phenomena near the CUSA tip happening through the vibration cycle ofthe tip

.. .. I I

delay divider
I-IOOpS 1/2orl/3
TTL out TTL out morntor

23 kHz

10-20 kHz
CUSA

Cu I
video recorder- aser

50 Hz

I

flashlight

camera
100

probe in cuvet

Figure 3.• schematic ofhigh speed Schlieren setup

5.2 High speed flash video imaging
The presence of cavitation phenomena near the tip of the CUSA can also be imaged using
'ordinary' high speed flash photography or video imaging 17 In contrast to the shadow cast images
provided by the Schlieren technique, these images have a natural appearance. Using again a
trigger signal from the CUSA generator for synchronization, a stroboscope flashlight emitting 1
ts pulses at 50 Hz is used for illumination of the tip. Close-up images of the CUSA tip enable the
visualization of cavitation phenomena through the duty cycle of the vibrating needle using a
preset delay time (0-100 ts). The images are recorded on tape using a video camera with a shutter
speed of 50 ms.

Figure 4: schematic of high speedflash photography setup
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5.3 Color schlieren imaging
An imaging method based on color Schlieren techniques was used to visualize the temperature
gradient in a phantom tissue 17 The color Schlieren technique is explained in figure 5. Rays of a
parallel beam of light from a continuous white light source will be deflected during their transit of
a temperature field due to very small changes in the refractive index. An imaging lens collects the
rays. The deflected rays are color coded in the focus plane by a filter, consisting of concentric
rings colored in rainbow order ('rainbow filter, inlay in figure 5). The non-deflected rays are
blocked by a black stop in the center of the filter. This results in a high-contrast color image in the
image plane. Depending on the geometry of the temperature distribution, the colors in the image
can be converted to real temperatures. The images are recorded in real time with a video camera
with a standard shutter speed of 50 ms. The size of the close-up field is 10 x 15 mm with a
resolution of2O rim.

ob jert distance image distance

defiecton: . . dis:arced
-.

:i L •.

The imaging was performed under various conditions as listed in table 3 . It is assumed that under
working condition the tip is always surrounded by a layer of water due to the irrigation around the
tip. Therefore to simplify the imaging, the tip was always submerged several millimeter into a

Imaging Technique High Speed
Schlieren (HSS)

High Speed
Flash (HSF)

Color Schlieren
(CS)

power settings [%] 20, 40, 80, 100 20, 40, 80, 100 40,80

suction / irrigation off, on off, on off, on

CA Vlpulse mode 1,2,3,4 1,2,3,4 1,2,3,4

environment water,
water/gel

water, water/gel,
water/tissue

water/gel,

angle of view 90, macro 45, 90, macro 90

Tabel 3: experimental conditions during imaging

focal length

filter
plane

Figure 5: schematic of color Schlieren setup

5.4 Experimental conditions

image
piane

water bath.
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In order to image the presence of cavitation and thermal effects at the surface and inside tissue, a
transparent tissue model was used. This model consisted of a polyacrylamide gel from which the
thermal and mechanical properties are assumed to be similar to soft biological tissues. Next to the
artificial tissue also bovine subcutaneous tissue was used to visualize the working mechanism at
the tissue surface.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.1 Visualization of CUSA interaction in a water environment
Using the high speed flash video imaging method, cavitation bubbles are observed with the
needle freely vibrating in a water environment as was expected from the description of the
working mechanism of the CUSA. A whole chain of cavitation bubbles with diameters of several
hundreds of micrometer was present along the front end of the cylindrical needle (top left frame
fig. 6). When suction was activated, the ring of small cavities shifted toward the inner rim of the
hollow needle pushed by the inflow of irrigation fluid through the hollow channel of the needle
(top right frame in fig.6). The cavitation bubble can be better appreciated looking at a
macroscopic view near the rim of the tip (bottom right frame, fig.6). Many individual cavitation
bubbles can be distinguished. During interaction with real tissue, the cavitation bubbles were
clearly observed near the tissue surface while the soft tissue was effectively dissected and
removed with the irrigation fluid (bottom right, fig.6). Whenever a small layer of liquid is
present, as is the case using irrigation, the presence of cavitation bubbles is unquestionable.

Figure 6: Still frames capturedfrom high speed video images showing the presence of cavitation
bubbles under various conditions.
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6.2 Visualization of CUSA interaction at a tissue boundary
Using Sch!ieren techniques as described before, the presence and tissue interaction of the CUSA
was visualized at the surface of the transparent tissue model. The top left frame of figure 7 shows
the tip exactly at the water-tissue boundary. Underneath the tip, up to a depth of 400 jim, a hole is
formed filled with water. Within this hole, the black 'shadow like' spots show that cavitation
bubbles are present. If the tip is hold steady in this position, the surrounding tissue is not damaged
illustrating the well-defined action radius of the CUSA tip. Looking at the thermal image (top
right frame, fig.7), no thermal effects are visible, just a blurred looking image. Due to the
vibration of the needle, the turbulence in the water effectively cools the surface and induces
motion blurring in the 20 ms exposure ofthe image.

When the tip is advanced into the tissue while suction is applied, the irrigation channel is blocked
by the tissue, which hampers the cooling. Since the needle is embedded in the tissue, the wall is
moving at high frequency against the tissue. Due to friction, thermal energy is generated resulting
is heating of the tissue represented by the white band along side the needle (bottom left frame,
fig. 7). Since fluid is absent, cavitation bubbles are not observed. The penetration mechanism is
probably due to a combined mechanical/thermal interaction. Preferable, this situation should be
avoided in practical use by moving the needle around at the surface and making a large channel
filled with water into the depth. The thermal image (bottom right frame, fig.7) shows the thermal
zone around the tip in more detail.

Figure 7: Ultra high speed and thermal Schlieren images showing the interaction of CUSA at the
surface and inside tissue
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6.3 Mechanism of action of CUSA resolved with ultra high speed Schlieren imaging

Although the images presented in the previous paragraphs already give a good perspective how
the CUSA mechanism works, a better understanding can be obtained from the ultra high speed
images which show a sequence through the duty cycle of one vibration (40 is). These images
captured from still-frames of real time video imaging are presented in figure 8. The start of the
duty cycle is defined by the motion ofthe tip forward into the medium: 0. During this motion
it might induce a density wave in the liquid that moves from the tip near ultrasonic speed.
However, it is not clear if this imaging technique is sensitive enough to visualize these waves.
When the tip ofthe needle start retracting (near a 0.5) it leaves a cylindrical cavity behind in the
water since the liquid does not directly follow the near ultrasonic motion of the needle. This
moment is shown in the first frame (top left) of figure 8. During further retraction the cylindrical
shaped cavity falls apart in smaller collapsing cavitation bubbles since the water is starting to fill
up the 'vacuum' left behind by the tip (top middle frame, fig.8). When the tip is slowing down
towards its starting position, the smaller cavitation bubbles detach from the tip and implode
rapidly towards their center of symmetry (top right frame). The momentum of the water mass
focussed at the center of collapsing bubble is associated with such extreme forces that each
individual bubble creates a shock wave that starts expanding at supersonic speed through the
water (bottom row frames). The centers of collapse are situated 100-200 micrometer in front of
the rim of the tip. These shock-waves associated with the CUSA have never been visualized
before.

Figure 8: Sequence through the duty cycle (40 ps) of one vibration of the CUSA tips captured
using ultra high speed Schlieren imaging showing collapsing cavitation bubbles and shock waves.
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6.4 Interpretation of CUSA images: implications for mechanism of action
The sequence of the duty cycle of the CUSA as interpreted from the imaging techniques applied
in this study is depicted in figure 9. The whole sequence is already discussed in the previous
paragraph in conjunction with figure 8. However, some subjects remain unclear.

Cavitation phenomena

Other authors (Bond et al. 18 19) have not found any evidence of cavitation effects during CUSA
interaction with tissue. Our images clearly show the presence of cavitation bubbles at the tissue
surface (figures 6, 7) when a minimal layer of fluid is present as can be assumed in clinical
settings. Either the irrigation fluid or blood in the operation field provides this layer. It could be,
however, that other studies refer to the micro cavitation bubbles induced by density waves into
the tissue. As explained in the introduction paragraph, these cavitation phenomena are from a
different origin then the cavitation bubbles observed in this study. Also, in our study, we do not
have any evidence of the presence of density wave and micro cavitation bubbles in liquid or
tissue. In the literature, these 'micro' cavitation phenomena are described with ultrasonic devices
working in a far higher frequency regime over several hundred kHz 20

The visualization of shock waves associated with the CUSA mechanism of action has been
revealing since is has not been reported before. At the same time, it might rise reasons for
concern. In the field of medical laser applications, many reports deal with the adverse effects of
pulsed laser induced shock waves 21 The shock waves involved with pulsed lasers can however
be of a total different order of magnitude. Although the biological effect of shock waves is still
under investigation, some studies indeed show evidence for adverse effects 22 23 Since the CUSA
has been applied already for many years in one of the most sensitive organs of our body; the
brain, adverse effects should surely have been observed if present. Still, it might be an interesting
topic for further investigation to quantify the pressure waves involved.

Figure 9. animation of the CUSA action during one sequence of the duty cycle of the needle.

Shock-waves
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6.5 Further research of Ultrasonic Surgery devices
This study can be seen only as an initial study to explore the mechanism of action and the
characterization of the CUSA. Besides the CUSA there are many surgical instruments similar to
the CUSA or related like the phacoemulsification in ophthalmology, and more recently
introduced, the harmonic knife for general surgery. There is a whole list of features that can be
investigated with the imaging techniques described in this paper like:

> frequency range (23 - 55 kHz) > combination with electro surgery

> tip amplitude (un)loaded > probe contamination and durability

> shape and contact surface of tip > irrigation quality
> fragmentation ability > aspiration quality
> tissue selectivity > surgeons technique
> intermittent vibration (CAVI-pulse) > contact with tissue

These studies will contribute to a better understanding of the mechanism of action, improvement
of instrumentation design and controllability and safety in accepted and new clinical applications

7. CONCLUSIONS

The Mechanism of Ultrasonic Surgery shows to be a combined effect of fragmentation induced
by 'macro' cavitation bubble, mechanical cutting and thermal deterioration of tissue depending on
the irrigation/aspiration flow intermittent vibration regime degree of tissue contact.

The impact ofthe shock waves observed at cavitation bubble implosion is undetermined yet.

Real-time imaging techniques contribute to the understanding of the working mechanism of
Ultrasonic Surgery in relation to probe designs, US generator settings and tissue characteristics.
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